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OHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM:
The purpose of this study is to develop a suitable
guide for the use of reading materials available in the
Irving Instructional Materials Center. The purpose of this
guide would be to assist teachers in the selection of books
for orthopediQ and multiple handicapped youngsters attending
the Irving Orthopedic School which is located in West Allis,
Wisoonsin.
Justification of the Problem
. ,-------
The need for pursuing this problem became evident
as numerous questions were asked by staff members concerning
available basal readers and supplementary reading materials
in the Instructional Materials Center. It also became apparent
that some type of listing was needed in order to infornl other
professional personnel who are not full time staff members of
what basal readers and books of high-interest-low difficulty
are available. Since it is a~ost impossible for the staff
members of the school to explore fully· tile wealth of materials
on hand it has become necessary to devise a guide wInch can be
reproduced and made available for each teacher.
The population for Wllich this guide is being devised
is composed of approximately 1)ninety-five children or various
orthopedic conditions, 2)sohool personnel, and 3} various
1
administrators and auxiliary staff members who come in con-
tact with the children. The school children range in
chronological age from five to eighteen. The instructional
levels or the population range from pre-readiness to eighth
grade. Since the Instructional Materials Center contains a
vast wealth of materials including books, a ~ecial science
program for the primary grades, teaching aids for reading,
speech, social studies and math, two hundred film strips,
plus a variety o£ teaching machines the writer was confined
to the area of basal readers, and supplementary reading books
of high-interest-low dif£iculty.
Definition of ter~~e--For greater olarity to the reader,
it seems advisable to define and discuss certain terrns as they
ar~ used in this study and to explain the organization of the
olasses as they are related to the project.
project IMPACT refers to Innovative Metllods Promoting
the Advancement or Creative Teaclung of orthopedically and
mUltiple handicapped cluldren. This name was decided upon
by the administrators or the West Allis School System.
IMC refers to Instruotional Materials Genter. It is
a place where various media are housed, used and distributed
to classrooms. The center contains professional books,
magazines, c}uldren's bOOkS, teaching aids, filmstrips, Inaps,
pictures, tape recorders, slides, transparencies, overhead
projectors, language masters, record player, shadowscope and
other items.
At the time of writing, the pupil population was
2
grouped as follows:
TRACK I: two classes of multiple handicapped young-
sters. The chronological ages of the younger class (class A)
range from seven years to thirteen years or age and the IQ l s
range from non-testable to 68. The chronologi~al ages of the
older class (class B) range from twelve years to seventeen
years of age and the IQ l s range from non-testable to 65.
TRACK II: two classes or mUltiple handicapped young-
sters. The chronological ages in class A range from six
years to eleven years of age and the IQ l s range from 30 to
94. The chronological ages in class B range from eleven years
of age to seventeen years of age. The IQ l s range from 60 to
96.
TRACK III: consists of three orthopedic classes.
Class A is composed of kindergarten and first grade. The
chronologioal ages range from five years to seven years and
the IQ l s range from 46 to 121. Class B is composed of grades
two, three and four. The chronological ages range from seven
years to ten years and the IQ1 S range from 7.5 to 107 • Class
C is composed of grades five, six, seven and eight. The
chronological ages range from nine years to seventeen years
and the IQIsrange from 59 to 126.
In addition to the terms mentioned above the writer
would like to define the fo11owing reading terms.
Instructlona~ Reading Level is the highest level at
which the child can do satisfactory reading provided that he
receives preparation and supervision from a teacher: word
recognition errors are not rrequent, and comprehension and
3
recall are satisfaotory.1
Independ~nt Reading ~evel 1s the highest level at
which a child can read easily and fluently, without assis-
tance, with few word recognition errors and very good compre-
hension and recall. 2
Frustrational Level is the lowest level at which the
child I S reading skills break dOlm: fluency disappears, word
recognition errors are numerous, comprehension 1s faulty,
recall is sk~tchy, and signs or emotional tension and dis-
comrort become eVident.3
High-Interest-Low Difficulty Books employ a reasonably
well controlled vocabulary written for use with children whose
reading ability is limited.4
For purposes of: tllis study rea.ding materials will be
grouped into three areas. These areas will consist of in-
structional reading materials, books of high-interest-low
difficul ty and extended reading ki ts. The ins true tiona.l
reading materials will incrude a listing of all basal readers
and their associated aids along with an annotated listing of
all instructional ki ts. A lis ting of booles ""ith a carefulJ.y
controlled vocabulary referred to as high-interest-low dif~
ficulty books will be prOVided. Extended reading kits will
be listed with a brief annotation explaining possible uses
for them.
4
1Albert J. Harris, How to Increase ReadinJ
ad. rev.; New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 9
(4th54.
3Ibid., p. 154.
CllAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
One of the greatest problems £acing educators today
is providing for indiVidual differences among students.
Educators are cOl1.cerned about 110W to challenge tb.e interests
and abili ties of' their students in orcler to help th.em reacll
their .full potential. This problem is not limited to the
average or bright student but also includes the exceptional
child. The writar of tIlis B tudy is speaking of the ortlLopedic
and multiple handicapped cp~ld when she refers to the excep-
tion.al child. Many of these YOUl1gsters \-Till never be sel.f-
supporting and will always require adul t supervision. IIo~T­
ever, many of these physically disabled children are capable
of functioning as normal individuals intellectually. Because
or this it was relt by the administrators and starr o£ the
Irving OrthoIJedic School tlmt a new progra.m prOliloting the
advancement of creative teaching was needed. The end result
of this program would be the establismnent of an InstI~ctional
Materials Center. This Center would serve as a demonstration
center for th_e other SCflools in the system in addi tion to
serving the needs of the Irving Orthopedic students.
~lanation o:f an Inst~uctiC?nal l'-1aterials Center
An Instructional Materials Center (IMC) is a place
5
where multimedia and their diverse forms, are housed, used
and distributed to classrooms and laboratories throughout
the school. The Instructional Materials Center contains
books, magazines, maps, pictures, rilmstrips, tapes, slides
and teaching machines. Essentially the center is a service
agency for students and teacllers to facilitate the teaching
learning process. It is the nerve center or the school l s
total instructional resources.5
At least three varieties of resource centers are
currel1tly receiving mucl1. attention. The regional Instructional
Materials Center is a cooperative venture serving teachers
and learners of a number of adjoining school districts. The
school district Instructional Materials Center serves as a
supply depot and service agency ror all the schools in a
single district. A single school's Instructional Materials
Center prOVides opportunities to learn from a whole galaxy
or instructional materials. 6 The Instructional Materials
Center at Irving School is presently serving only the needs
of its students and teachers.
Providing ~or Individual Di£ferences
Perhaps the rirst casualty to the traditional theories
and met~b.ods in education is the concept or teacher cantared
instruction. An identifiable trend to shift from. the teach-
ing act to the learning process is emerging in sC}lool dis-
5David \v. Beggs; "'I'he Ins"tructional IvIaterials Center,1I
The Educational Digest, XXX (February, 1965), p. 47.
6Robert C. \fueeler, "IMC Concept Grows Here, II
~isconsin Journal or Education, C (November, 1967), p. 12.
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tricts that are attempting to personalize the instructional
program. 7 With the assistan'ce of' an Instructional Materials
Cantar curriCtllurl1 is now plarmed in terms of school exper-
iences which really affect child behavior. Some of the
differences between the new and the traditional curriculum
which have an errect on the types of materi~ls and methods
used in the classroom are listed below.
,Tradi tional IvIethodology.
1) Learning ~Tas dicta.ted, prescribed, and COl1trolled
by the text and the teacher.
2) Learning was merely the acq~1s1tion o~ skills and
abilities.
3) Learning was achieved through studying about li.fe.
4) Things to be learned were selected according to
sequence in subject.
5) Courses tended to be worked out in advance.
6) Only intellectual materials or highly academic
type were utilized in courses.
7) ~~ere was definite distinction between curricular
and extracurricular activities.
New Methodologz.
1) Learning is achieved tt~ough experiences involving
planning, self-direction, discovery, exploration,
and thinking.
2) Acquisi tion of sl::1118 and abili ties is the result
of a need or lack.
3) Learning is achieved through active participation
in group and community living.
4) Things to be learned shou.ld be sel.ected accordirlg
to the rnaturation or the crJild.
7~1ichael E. Brick, nLearning Centers; tIle ICey to
PersonaJ_ized Instruction, It Audiovisual Instruction, XII
(October, 1967). p. 787.
7
5) Curriculum is planned in advance but with much
opportlli~ity for pupil-participation and direction.
6) All types of experiences are utilized; visual aids,
radio, community resources.
7) All experiences affected by the school are considered
part of the curriculum. 8
The Instructional Materia.Is Center helps to provide
ror individual differences in the curriculum by permitting
pupils to use it as the needs arise logically in the class-
room. Children are not sent to the center after work in the
classroom has been completed, but rather as class discussion
requires or provokes the need ~or immediate inrorraation.9
The Instructional Materials Center is one technique
to gain greater effectiveness in learning. It is a man-
ifestation of the belief that indiViduals are taught, not
subjects. The center 1s the plaoe where a student can go to
leal~ at his own rate and on his own level of understanding.
As the Instructional Materials Center comes into its own in
the school, teachers will depart fronl the single text to allow
the goal of individualized instruction to become a reality.10
The Instructional Materials Center concept envisions well
balanced Ucafeteria n offering of all. resources wi th choices
determined only by the nature of the subject matter and the
BArno De Bernardis, The Use of Instructional Hater:ials
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1960), p. 3-L~.
adapted from J. Murray Lee and Dorris May Lee, The Child and
His Curriculum (New York, Appleton-Century-Crofts, tn.-c., '1940),
p. 205..206.
9Mildred Krohn, "Learning and the Learning Genter,"
Educational LeadeFship, XXI (January, 1954), p. 221.
10Beggs, 0E- ci.t., p. 40.
8
appetites and noeds of the patrons. 11
Integration or the Classroom Program with the
Instructional Materials Genter
One o~ the innovations that educators have estab-
lished to resolve the problem or providing for individual
differences is the Learning Center or Instructional ~mterials
Center concept. Tne Instructional Materials Center functions
as ffil extension o~ the regular classroom ~or the rest or the
school. ~le educational process is personalized throu&~ tech-
niques o:r pupil placement, aCade111ic diagnosis, prescription
and continuous evaluation. The prime ef~ort of an Instruc-
tional Materials Center is to integrate the classroom and
Instructional Materials Center functions to cope with the
knowledge explosion; to match students with necessary dnd ap~
propriate materials, concepts, and people to prOVide for in-
dividualized instruction. 12
In order to understand the significance of the Instruc-
tional Materials Center it is appropriate to describe the
classroom program in that the processes involved are integrated.
1) Class grouping arrangement allows the teacher
to spend more than one year with the children
in order to expand and personalize the instruc-
tional progrBlu. In the diagnostic process,
children can be sclleduled into tIle Instructiorlal
Center for individual work.
2) Such equipment as tape recorders with headsets
are used as "a second teacher u in the regular
classroom to prOVide skill lessons in phonics,
mathematics, spelling or enricl~entmaterials.
FiDU projectors designed as a self-contained
projector and screen m~it with headsets allow
111.tv'heler, Op. cit., p. 13.
12Briok6 ~.. 01t., P. 788.
C
J
for additional individualizing or instruction.
Students can take a self-selected or teacher-
prescribed film or filmstrip to these projec-
tors and view them in the classroom without dis-
turbj.ng the other children.
3) Pupil-teacher cOl1~ferences are conducted during
class time for the purpose of identi£ying aca-
demic successes or problems and to prepare a
record for individual and sr~ll group assignrrlents
or lessons.
These individual conferences permit personal
evaluations and interaction for growth. ~lese
analyses are then converted into an on-going
pl<')o.file .for each child to continue effective
personalized prescriptions.
This process is not onl.y esserltis.l i:or individ-
ualization in the regular classroom but it is al-
so the foundation :for sCJ:l0duling of students j411tO
the Instructional Center ror L~dividualized skill
lessons and learning activities.
4) Cooperative teaching provides for additional
grouping of children to capitalize on the
teacl1er t s strengths for in-deptl1. instruction
and encourages cross rertilization on ideas and
social maturation among students.
5) Self~directed learning activities include individ-
ual contracts for work at the student's level,
self-selective reading with follow up and evalu-
ation by the teacher, small group discussion, re-
search, experimentation, creative dramatics, pro-
jects ~~d debate. These types o~ lea1ning ex-
periences place more responsibility for learning
with the individual student. The Instructional
Center is completely integrated with these activ-
ities in such a way that many are conducted in
the center itselr. 13
The Instructional Materials Center helps to develop a
learning environment in which the unique contributions of ad-
ministrators, teachers and tecllnology are used most e~~ectively
for the education of students. The center alone cannot and
will not bring about developmental change singlehandedly.
13Ibi~., p. 788-790
1C
Such development must be a cooperative venture o~ the entire
starr operating at a high professional level. 14
Excellent facilities may contribute to improvement
in t118 educational prograrl1 of' a school, but tIle mere avail-
abili ty or these .facili ties does not predeterrnine crl&Y1ge or
growth. 15 The teacher is the most in~ortant key behind llTI-
proved educational change in a school. In order ~or teachers
to operate effectively they must be given the opportunity to
become intensely involved in planning a learning environment
for their 8c11001. Teachers nlust be perrni tted to corae to grips
witl1 S0111e of the major problems facing education (e. g.,
individualizing instruction, developing the interdependent,
creative, open-minded citizen). Support by a school adnun-
istration, a school board and a cOrrilllunity which recognize
that it is possible to irnprove schools beyond what they in
previous generations experienced is necessary. I~ Centers
ro~ Learning are to capture the full impact of this type of
"environment .for learning, tr one must detach himself f'roIll much
't~llich is considered traditional. The scb..ool mus t becora8 a
flexible institution, where students can come and go, an in-
stitution which encourages students to use the many other
educative agencies at times when these are most important to
their learning. 16
Teachers will become catalytic co-learners, not
-----------------------_.__.__._-----
14I bid., p. 790.
1~Nil1ard Congreve, "Learning Center••• Catalyst for
Gh8rLge? If Educational IJeadershi:e., XXI (J&"J..uary, 196L;.), p. 211.
16Ibid., p. 212.
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direotors of learning or trainers. Teachers will still gUide,
assist, enlarge and evaluate, but they will engage in the
tremendously important function of helping the student open
for himself the great vistas of understanding. When some
students advance beyond the teacher's knowledge in certain
aspects of a discipline, such accomplishment will be rewarded
by the teacher rather than treated with suspicion and in-
security.17
vfuat can be the·outcome in each school, should centers
ror learning ~uddenly become available? It is unlikely that
any school will change simply in response to the creation o~
the center. Progress will depend upon the educational leader-
ship of the school and the community. But# with vision, per-
sistence and creative hard work, the center ror learning
could become the catalyst to an educational revolution. i8
Instructional }~terials Center in ~ Orthopedic School
The concept or Instructional Materials Center was
officially formulated in 1962 as a result o£ the recomrnendation
of a Presidential Task Force. Their idea was that Instruc-
tional Materials Centers would proVide special educators and
allied personnel wi th ready access ··to. valid instrllctional
I
materials and information related to the education or the
handicapped. 19
Because of the wide range o~ abilities and disabilities
17Ibid., p. 213. 18Ibid•
- -
i9George M. Olshin, IfIMC Network Report Regional
Special Educa tion Ins true -tional MateI'ials Centars: A Pro j eo t
of' the US Office of' Education," ExceEtional Children, XXXIV
(October, 1967) I p. 137. . --,.~..-
1
found in an orthopedic sohool it was felt that an Instructional
Materials Center could help to meet some or the individual
needs of students by supplying a wide selection of instructional
materials. Also, the Instruotional Materials Center would be
a place where students could come to work individually or in
small groups either independently or under the supervision or
a co-ordinating teacher.
Problems involved in instructing handicapped children
can be monumental. The teacher of the handicapped nmst be a
specialist; she must have the training, the resources and the
specialized tools necessary for her profession. Most or all
the teacher of the handicapped must be creative enough to
help modi£y the teaching aids found in the Instructional
~~terials Center because many of the items these children re-
quire cannot be .folmd in the stockroom of' the normal sohool
building. 20
Special devices must be developed to enable the
cerebral palsied ohild to hold a pencil, to turn a page or to
sit upright in a chair so that learning may be possible.
Special educational materials must be developed to motivate
the severely physically handicapped child to want to learn when
he may see little opportunity to make use of his learning. 21
While the Instructional Materials Center could pro-
vide the key to improved instruction, change will not come
20Jarnes W. Moss, liThe Eduoation 01' Handioapped Chil-
dren: -An Exploration into Instructional Materials, II Audio-
visual Instruction, XI (November, 1966), p. 709.
21 I bid.
about easily. New materials can contribute to the ~prove­
ment of the educational progr~, but they will only be as
good as their users. The teacher's use of materials and his
ability to improvise is the important force behind improved
educational change in an orthopedic school. Before the
Instructional Materials Center idea can become a true reality
the entire administrative and educational staff must become
a team each realizing his own responsibilities and obligations.
Not only must the school be a .flexible institution, tIle en-
tire staff must be receptive to change.
CKAPTER III
READING MATERIALS GUIDE
It is the purpose of this chapter to prOVide a guide
for the use o:f books available in the Irving Orthopedic In-
structional Materials Center. The rirst part o£ this ohap-
te~ will deal brie£ly with instructional reading materials.
The second part will consider reading reading materials o~
high-interest-low difriculty and the third part will consider
extended reading kits. The second section will also contain
an explanation or the criteria ror suggesting books for the
various classes.
Instructional Materials
}wmy or the children in the Orthopedic School will
never progress beyond a certain level because of llinited
mental ability. Because o~ this a wide selection or readers
was prOVided so that when a child complet;es a reader and is
not capable of advancing to the next level the classroom
teaoher can select a basal reader of the s~e level the child
has just completed. At present there are ei~~t di~ferent
series or basal readers available in the IrVing Instructional
VlB.terials Center. It has become evident to the writ;er of this
study after having worked at the IrVing Orthopedic School ~or
a year that many children will need to spend one to two years
15
working at one specifio level before they are ready to advance
to the next reading level. Because of this, these children
should not be pushed to the next instructional level simply
to finish their readers.
Appendix A contains a listing of all the basal readers
available in the Instructional Materials Center. Each series
is listed along with the nunmer of copies available.
Teaohers manuals are indicated in the column marked TM and PJl
x appears in th~ column if a manual is available. Additional
aids to acoompany the various series are indicated in the
column marlced Add.A. The various types or aids are indicated
by a number: 1t1" is used to indicate whether workbooks are
in stock in the Instructional 11aterials Center, "2" indicates
available charts, 113" denotes flasl'l cards and "4" means film
strips.
Special mention sl~ould be made of the fact that the
instructional levels are indicated for all the series under
the coluran luarked IL. All series are marked in the usual
way (G1-grade one, 1-1 first grade first semester etc.) ex-
cept for the Stanwix Series. This Series is the only one
available at this time that has been specifically designed
for pupils whose reading ages are significantly below their
chronological and social ages. Children pictured in the
readers appear to be older than those pictured in the regular
basal texts. An addi tional advantage of tllese readers is that
the print is much larger than in other series which is heln-
..L
rul in teaching. the Visually handicapped.
1
The instructional levels £or the Stanwix readers are
not indioated in the same manner as the other seven series.
See page '35 o~ appendix A tor the codes indicating the in~
structional levels tor each reader. These books are recom~
mended £or children whose IQ's range between 55 and 70. 22
Level A-2 is suggested for children whose ohronological ages
are between 8-4 and 9-5, level E-2 for chronological ages be-
tween 9-5 and 10..5 and H is recoImnended f'or cl1.ildren 't'lhosa
chronological ages are between 10-1 and 11-3. 23 ~~esa readers
just mentioned are ava1.1able in the Instructional Materials
Center. Different levels of this series will be added in the
future.
Instructional Reading Iuts
In addition to the basal readers there are rour
instructional reading kits available in the Instructional
Materials Genter. These kits are dirferent from the ex-
tended reading kits mentioned in the last section or this
ohapter because they ofrer a more structured program. A more
definite sequencing of reading skills is encouraged with the
use or these kits.
The CODlplete Reading Readiness YJ. t is recoIml1ended for
children whose MAls are between three and five years and whose
CAts are between £ive and eight years. Tnis kit can also be
used by other groups needing systematic practice in dealing
with primary level readiness material. The kit is designed
22Publications £or Mentall Retarded-and Slow Learn-
ipS pupils--(Pi-ttsburgh: Stanwix House, 19 , p.-7.
23Ib1~.
1
to help develop peroeptual and conceptual skill building
activities in sequential and logical order.24
The Reading Attainment System contains a set or 120
reading selections whioh have been divided into six color-
keyed groupings of twenty selections each. 25 These selections
are from 350-450 words long. The readabili~y range is from
the middle of third grade to the middle of fourth grade. 26
For each reading selection there is a skill card, color-keyed
and nurabered to correspond with the seleotion. Each skill
card contains a glossary and ten exercises on reading and
word-attack sk111s. 27 Subject matter areas such as getting
employment, body building, learning how to drive, the work-
ings o~ the law, and the problems or the consumer are treated
in several selections apiece. 28
Building Reading POvier is a programmed course in rea.d..
techniques. It was planned to meet the needs of students
reading at or about the fifth grade level. This series of
programmed texts can be used wi th junior high students whose
reading disabilities impede £Urther progress. This kit can
also be used with younger children or with adults. 29
24Herbert Goldstein and Edith Levitt. Teacher's Guide
Reading Readiness Kit (Ghicago: Follett Publishing Company,
~967), p. 3-
25Reading Attainment System (New York: Grolier
Educational Corporation, 1967), p.-2.
26Ibid•• p. 3-4. 27Ibid•• p. 8. 28Ibid•• p. 3.
29Buildin Readin Power: A Pro rammed Course in
Readip~ Tee igues Columbus: Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc.,
1964), p. 3.
1<:
BRA Reading Laboratory II~ contains power builders
with answer keys ror each reading level; rate builders and
rate builder key booklets. Reading selections range from
the beginning of second grade to the beginning o£ seventh
grade.30
Hish-Interest-Low Diffi~ultI Books
The teachers at the Irving Orthopedic School have
found it difficult to explore fully the numerous books avail-
able to them and their students in the Instructional Materials
Center because of lack of time. It is for this reason that
the writer of this paper has attempted,to compile a list of
available books in the Instructional Materials Center. A
complete listing or high-interest-low difficulty books is in-
cluded in the appendiX of this paper.
Because the school population includes children of
various abilities and disabilities it would be help~ul to
indicate what books might be useful ~or a certain track or
tracks of students. Since it appears that nothing has ever
been done berore to determine what books might be suitable
£or this type of pupil population the writer o~ this paper
was confined to using publisher1s listings. In addition to
the reading levels and interest levels indicated by the
various publishers, the IQls and CAts of the student population
were also taken into consideration.
All high~interest-lowdifriculty books are listed in
.
39sRA Reading Laboratory IIa: Teacher's lfundbook
(Chicago: Science Research Associates, Inc., 1958), p. 90.
Appendix B alphabetioally according to series. These books
are also arranged in this way on the shelves in the Center.
Books are further arranged according to levels o~ difficulty.
Reading levels of all books are indicated in Appendix B by
the colunm designated RL.31 The interest level for all books
is indioated by the column marl~ed IL. Seven additional columns
are labeled according to olass groups. These are: ~rrI1-A re-
presents multiple handicapped traclc 1. (younger group) The
chronological ages range rrom seven years to thirteen years
of age and the IQ1s range rrom non-testable to 68. MH1-B
represents multiple handicapped track 1. (older group) CAts
range £rom twelve years to seventeen years of age and the IQ 1 s
range ~rom non-testable to 65. MH2-A represents multiple
handicapped track 2. (younger group) The chronological ages
range from six years to eleven years of age and the IQ1s
range from 30 to 94. MH2-B represents multiple handicapped
track 2. (older group) Track three is indicated by OR which
stands for orthopedically handicapped. The orthopedic section
is then divided into three sections. P stands £or pr~lary,
I for the intermediate grades and JH for junior high.
Teachers are reminded to consider their book selections
carefully because this list is merely a gUide and to the
writer's knowledge none like it has ever been devised for this
type of population. It is important to keep in mind that
publishers sometimes rate the reading level or a book lower
than what it aotually is. Research and evaluation needs to be
31Abov~, Appendix B, p. 38.
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done to consider the validity of this list ror this type of
student population.
Because books indioated for certain classes may not
be read by all the children, tlus does not mean these children
would not enjoy having books read to them. Some books may
seem too young tor the chronological ages of the youngsters,
but it is the enthusiasm with which a book is presented that
lnll determi·ne whether or not 1 t can be sold to tl1.6 class or
the indiVidual student.
Extended Reading Kit~
Tl'l.8 purpose of the tllird part of' this chapter is to
provide an anno~ated listing of all the extended reading kits
available in the Instructional 1v1a terials Center. It is the
hope o£ the writer of this study that each teacher in the
orthopedic sohool will be able to find at least one kit that
is suitable for his class. While many or the children attend-
ing Irving will never be able to read because of their dis-
abilities all can in some way express their joy at haVing a
story read to them. Good judgment must be used in determining
what book or books will appeal to tIle non-reader.
The reading kits available in the Instructional
~laterials Center will be most helpful in encoUl~aging individ-
ualized reading. Because each olass in the school is composed
of children reading at different levels these kits will help
provide the stimulation and enrichment necessary for the 1110re
able reader. Teacllers are fr;·)e to cl1eck out individual books
from the kits or oomplete kits depending upon the needs or
C.arousal Book Program con.sists of three ki ts (group
1A, group 1B, and group 10 which are recommended :for use
with first graders. Each kit 1s composed o£ books consisting
or poetry, fantasy, adventure, true lite, mystery, fact and
prose. Every boolc has a skill card to go along wi th it.
These cards can be used to help develop vocabulary and compre~
hension skills. 32 The writer or this study would feel free in
recommending these kits for use with grades K through 3.
Invitations to Personal Reading consists of seven kits.
The first, second and third kits are available in the Irving
Instructional Materials Center. Each kit is designed to give
students a sampling ot the wonderful world o£ books. Realis-
tic stories, animal stories, poetry, art appreciation and non-
riction represent some of the types of stories available in
these kits. Personal record books for students and a teachers
manual accompanies each kit.33
The Owl Progr~ consists o£ four kits. Three or these
kits are available in the Instructional Materials Center.
Little Owl books are recommended for grades K-2. Many of the
books in this kit contain no printed words and are strictly
picture books. The more severely handicapped children would
enjoy these boolts. The Young Owl books are recomm.ended for
grades 4 through 6. ~~ese kits have been designed to enrich
321967 Catalogqe (New York: The L. W. Singer Company,
Inc., 1967'), p. 11.
33General Price List and Co~rehensive Guide for
Educational Plannin with Local and Federal Funds (Glenview:
oot Eoresman Company, 9 7 , p. 2.
children's learning activities in the areas of science,
mathematios, literature and social studies.34
Reading Round Table consists of eight kits ranging
from the pre-primer level to level six. Kits for levels 1,
2 and 3 are available in the Instructional Materials Center.
Within each level the books range from easy, to more di~ficult
reading. Each little booklet in the kit helps to develop
word-recognition skills, comprehension skills and vocabulary.35
The Reading Spectrum consists or thirty different
paper baok books. The reading levels of these books range
from second grade to sixth grade. An exciting and interesting
selection or books 1s prOVided in this kit.36
Torchbearer Library is an individualized reading
library consisting of thirty-four books ~or use with grades
four through six. A wide selection of books is prOVided in
the areas of literature, social studies and science.3?
Torchlighter Librarl consists or thirty-seven chil-
dren's books. This kit is recommended ~or use ,dth grades 1
through 3. Many interesting books are prOVided in the areas
of literature, SOCial studies and science. 38
34school Textbook Catalo-ue 1967-68 1'or Kinder arten
through p;rade
d
12 l~ew York: Holt, Rinehart and \finston,
1967 )" p. 27 ..29.
35American Reading Roundtable: Teacher's Guide (New
York: American Book Company, 1963), p. 1.
36Shelton L. Root Jr. The Macmillan Reading Spectrum
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1964), p. 6.
371967-68 liar er and Row Books ~or Curriculum Enrich-
ment (Evanston: Harper an Row Publishers, 9 7 , p. 69.
38I bid. , p. 29.
Tr~s guide is an attempt to help teachers know what
books are available in the Instructional ~~terials Center.
As reading programs are being planned for each Cl1ild teachers
may consult their currioulunl materials gUide for help in
selecting suitable books. linen each group or individual
instructional level has been determined. additional readers
may be selected for supplementary reading. Books of high-
in~erest-low difficulty will prOVide interesting independent
reading material for free periods or for special assigned
times. When a child reaches his ~rustrat1onal level the
classroom teacher will be £ree to send him into the Instruc-
tional Materials Center where he will be given assistance and
help in finding suitable reading material.
While this study prOVides a thorough listing or basal
readers, reading kits, and high-interest-low difficulty books,
it is not a complete list. Samples of materials such as
various workbooks, skl11tapes, Readers Digests, paperback
books, and holiday books have not been included because at
the time this study was being written there were not enough
of them in the Center to be considered as categories. It is
the hope of the writer that in time all materials will be
listed and eventually a complete guide will be developed
inoluding all science, speech, social studies, and math aids
available in the Genter.
CIIAPTER IV
EVALUATION
The purpose or this chapter is to discuss the adequacy
of reading materials available in the Instructional Materials
Center at the Irving Orthopedic School. The adequacy of the
basal readers available in the Instructional Materials Center
will be considered first. Then h1gh-interest-low difficuly
books will be considered, followed by an evaluation of the
available extended reading kits. Also, implications for
futher planning involving the ~valuation of these materials
will be considered.
Evaluation of Adequacy or Materials
It appears at this time that there are enough basal
readers available in the Instructional Materials Center. All
eight series start out at the pre-primer level and continue
through either the fourth or sixth grade level. Readers were
not furnished beyond this level sinoe the majority of the
student population is not capable of functioning beyond primary
levels of aohievement. This is so beoause of li~~ted ability
caused by cerebral palsy or other types of brain damage. At
present there are enough readers available for those children
who are capable of reading beyond the primary level. ~.ne
room in which several children are reading beyond the sixth
grade level has an adequate supply or reading materials at
25
this time.
The rirst grade children in Track 1II39 o~ the
Orthopedic School are being taught beginning reading using
the 1/t/a method. Since this method 1s going to be used in
the future at the school, it is the judgment of the writer
that the Instructional Materials Center should be a resource
for i/t/a books and teaching aids. The first graders pro-
gressing to second have not made the transition to T. O. ffi~d
will need to be rurnished with additional library books in
1/t/a. An additional supply o£ i/t/a library books is needed
because the student population using these books will have in-
creased since last September. In addition to 1/t/a materials
there is a need for more pre-readiness materials in T. O. for
the primary multiple-handicapped rOOmB.
At the time of the writing or this study the supply
of high-interest-low di~ficulty books appeared to be adequate
for the Instructional Materials Center. Because of the popu-
larity o£ the Beginner Books40 another set should be ordered.
The writer feels that it may take more time to determine what
additional books should be purchased in the high-interest-low
dif~iculty category.
The extended reading kits available in vhe Instructional
Materials Center at this t~e prOVide a good beginning in this
area of materials. However, the writer of this study would
like to see more kits added to the already existing collection.
39See p. 3 o~ chapter 1.
40Se e P.J8 of Appendix B.
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Additional kits such as the KLL/der Owl Books,41 Invitations
to Story Time,42 and the Amerioan Reading Round Table43 pre-
primer and prllner level should be added to the extended read-
ing kit collection. It appears that more kits tllitt have been
prepared for the beginning reader are needed at Irving School.
In addition to the materials mentioned such items as
skill texts, skill text workbooks and prepared tapes should
be considered ror futher purchase. Also a re~erence shel~
should be developed whioh would include dictionaries and two
sets of' encyclopedias, one set for the pri1lw.ry grades and one
ror the intermediate and junior high level. An atlas and
books about trees and birds should also be included. At pre-
sent materials of this type are not available in the Instruc-
tional Materials Center.
Implications for Futher Planning
The end result of this study would be to provide a
guide to assist staff members with the seleotion of books for
their classes and to inrorm other professional persoTh~el who
are not full time staff' menlbers of vrhat reading materials are
available in the Instructional Materials Center. At present
this guide provides a listing or just the available reading
materials :tn the center and does not include teac11ing aids
for science, math, social studies, speech, filmstrips and
music. It is the hope o~ the writer that before the next
school year begins a complete listing or every available item
41Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., Qp_ cit., p. 27.
42Soott Foresman Company, ~E. cit., p. 22.
43American Book Company, 0E. cit., p. 1.
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will be prepared ~d distributed to each staf~ member in the
Orthopedic School. This guide would be helprul to teachers
when they prepare their weekly lesson plans.
As a result o~ this guide a card file could be
developed similar to the type found in a library. With tha
assistanceot a librarian a number system could be worked out
which would help starr members locate materials more easily.
While the writer of this study is seriously oonsidering this
idea it will not be carried out unless assistance is obtained
because of the numerous responsibilities required in making
the Instructional Materials Center £unctional.
Appendix B contains a listing of all high-interest-
low di~riculty books. Each book has been evaluated ~or 1ts
sUitability ~or the various classes. This evaluation has
been based upon publisherts listings and the writer's judg-
ment of the student population as seen at the time of the writ-
ing of this study. There is a need to evaluate this listing
i'urther to determine whether or not these books really m.eet
the interests o~ the children ~or whom they have been recom-
mended. In addition to evaluating these books, in terms o~
pupil interest, further study should be made to see whether
or not these materials have helped to increase the teacherts
and students 1 enthu.siam for reading cla.sses a.nd recreational
reading. Possible suggestions for the evaluation of books
are ma.de in Appendix C.
Plans are now being made to expand the IMPACT Pro-
gram to other sohools in the West Allis System. Three of
these schools contain classes for the educably mentally re-
tarded. In addition to these youngsters, the progrffiTI wo~d
inolude the reluctant or slow-learning senior high school
student who is presently involved in a work~study program.
At the present t~e it appears that materials will
be taken rrom the Irving Orthopedio School and used at the
other schools. The writer of this study does not feel th;3.t
there are enou&~ materials available in the Instructional
Materials Center to be used in this way since the orthopedic
school will have two additional classrooms by the end of the
first semester of the 1968-69 school year. A olerical assis-
tant or a teacherts aid would be a necessity in order to keep
an accurate record ror the circulation o£ materials.
While the idea or the Il~ACT Program (innovative
methods promoting the advancement of creative teaching) was
to establish an Instructional Materials Center at the Irving
orthopedic School in order to assist teachers with curriculum
planning and methods of presentation or subject matter, the
writer feels that more t~e will be required before starr
members will be able to use these materials and the center
to their best advantage. It is because of this that care
will need to be taken when the program is expanded so that
materials and staf£ are not spread thin and lose their
effectiveness.
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APPEl'J"DIX A
BASAL READERS
*
*4
Series and Titles I.L. N.C. Edit T.M. Add.A
Bas1c.Curr1culum Serles
Pre-Primers pp 9 '63 x ~,3,4
Primers P 6 '6] x tl,],4
Basic Reading 1-1 14 '63 x rt,4
Basic Reading 1-2 19 '6) x 11,4
Basic Reading 2-1 9 '64 x 1
Basic Reading 2-2 16 '64 x 1
Basic Rea.ding 3-1 13 '64 x 1
Basic Ree.din~ 3-2 12 '64 x ~
Betts Basic Readers
On Our Way PPl 6 '65 x
Time to Play PP2 5 165 x
All in a. Day PP3 5 '65 x
Up the street and Down P 6 '65 x
Around Green Hills G1 6 '65 x
Down Singing River 2-1 6 '65 x
Over a City Bridge 2-2 6 165 x
Beyond Treasure Valley 3-1 6 165 x
Along Friendly Roads 3-2 6 '65 x
American Adventures G4 6 '65 x
Here and There G5 6 '65 x
Adventures Now and Then G6 6 '65 x
*I.L. = instructional level
N.C. = number of copies
Edit.= edition
T.M. = teaoher manual
Add.A= additional aids housed
in IMC
**Additional aids are in-
dicated bYI
1= workbooks
2= charts
3= flash oards
4= filmstrips
BASAL READERS
* **
_Series and Titles I.L. N.C. Edit T.M. Add.A
gurrlculum Foundation Series
Now We Read PPl 6 '65 x
Fun With the Family PP2 6 165 x
Fun Wherever We Are PP3 6 '65 x
The New Guess Who JP 6 '65 x
Fun With Our Friends P 6 '65 x
More Fun With Our Friends Gl 6 '65 x
Friends Old and New 2-1 6 '65 x
More Friends Old and New 2-2 6 '65 x
Roads to Follow '3-1 6 t65 x
More Roads to Follow 3-2 6 '65 x
Ventures G4 6 '65 x
Deyelopmental Reading Series
Three of Us PPl 7 '62 x
Play With Us PP2 6 '62 x
Fun With Us PP3 5 162 x
Ride With Us pp4 5 '62 x
Many Surprises P 6 '62 x
Happy Times Gl 6 '62 x
Down Our Way 2-1 6 '62 x
Just for Fun 2-2 6 '62 x
stories from EverYWhere 1-1 6 '62 x
Once Upon a Story 3-2 6 '62 x
Get. Ready for Functional Read.
About Kln~ A-2 15 '63 x b..2 13
About Friends C-2 18 '63 x 1
About Th1np:s at Home E-2 14 '64 x 1
BASAL READERS
"'**
Ed1 t.l r"W'tSerles and Titles I.L. N.C. T •Mcts.dd.A
About Go1n~ Away F..2 10 '64 x 1
Ready to Hel·p H 10 '64 x 1
Harris and Clark Series
Openln~ Books PPl 6 16') x
A-Ma,Q:1c Box PP2 6 t 6S x
Thln~s You See PP1 6 ' 6 t) x
Worlds of Won.der P 6 '6 ') y 1.2
Lands of Pleasure Gl 6 '65 x 1.2
Enchanted Gates 2-1 6 165 x 1,2
Shining Bridges 2-2 6 '65 x 1,2
Better Than Gold 3-1 6 '65 x 2
More Than Words 3-2 6 '65 x 2
The Magic Word G4 6 '66 x
Bold Journeys G5 6 166 x
Into New Worlds G6 6 '66 x
Sheldon Ba.sic Reading Series
At Home PPl 6 166 x
Here and Near PP2 8 '66 x
Here and Away PP1 6 ' 65_ x
A t Home and Away spp 5 '64 x
Our School P 7 '63 x
Our Town Gl 6 '67 x
Fields and Fences 2-1 6 '67 x
Town and Country 2-2 6 '66 x
Magic Windows 3-1 6 166 x
story Caravan 3-2 6 '66 x
BASAL READERS
.
·iF
**Series and Titles I.L. N.C. Edit. T.M. ~dd.A
Believe and Make Believe G4 6 167 x
Flndin~ the Wa.y G5 6 167 x
Arrivals and Departures G6 6 '66 x
Treasury of Literature Series
Seesaw P 6 '66 x
MerrY-Go-Round Gl 6 '66 x
Happiness Hill G2 6 '66 x
Treat Shop G3 6 '66 x
Map;lc Carpet G4 6 '66 x
Enchanted Isles G5 6 '66 x
APPENDIX B
HIGH INTEREST LOW DIFFICULTY BOOKS
Meets the Interests of
Series and Titles RL IL MID. MH1 rlfw MH? rn OR OR
A B A B P I JH
American Farm Series
Shad of Circle C Ranch 1 1-3 x x x
Tim of Tall Grain Farm 1 1-3 x x x
Frank of Irrigated Farm 2 2-4 x x x x
Animal Adventures Series
Becky, The Ra.bbit pp PP-2 x x x x x
Squeaky, The SqUirrel pp PP-2 x x x x x
Skippy, The Skunk P p-) x x x x x
Sandy, The Swa.llow P p-) x x x x x
1-4
~
Sally, The Screech Owl 1 x x x x x
Pudgy, The Beaver 1 1-4 x x x x x
AnT-maIS~orles
Did You Say Dogs 2 1-3 x x x x
Hey, Horses 2 1-3 x x x x
A Pig for Tom 2 1-) x x x x
Golden Girl 2 1-3 x x x x
Jan and the Reindeer 2 1-3 x x x x
Beg-i-nner Books
Go Dog Go 1.5 K-3 x x x x
Put Me in the Zoo 1.5 K-3 x x x x
Ten Apples Up On TO:R_ 1.5 K-3 x x x x
RL = reading level MH2 = multiple handicappedIL = interest level B = track 2 (older)
MHl = multiple handicapped OR = orthopedically handicapped
A = track 1 (younger) p = primary grades
MHI = multiple handicapped OH = orthopedically handicapped
B = track 1 (older) I = intermediate grades
MH2 = multiple handicapped OH = orthopedically handicapped
A = track 2 (younger) JH :: junior high
..
-"
HIGH INTEREST LOW DIFFICULTY BOOKS
Meets the Interests of
Series and Titles RL IL MHl IMHI LV1HL lVI.~ Uti -Oli {JR
A B A B P I JH
Hop on Pop 1.7 K-J x x x x
One Fish, Two Fish 1.7 K-3 x x· x x
Red Fish, B.lue Fish 1.7 K-3 x x x x
Robert the Rose Horse 1.7 K-3 x x x x
Snow 1.7 K-3 x x x x
Cowboy Andy 1.8 K-3 x x x x
Little Black
Goes to the Circus 1.8 K-3 x x x x
Little Black, A Pony 1.8 K-1 x x x x
The Whales Go By 1.8 K-3 x x x x
You Will Go to the Moon 1.8 K-3 x x x x
Green Eggs and Ham 1.9 K-3 x x x x
Stop that Ball 1.9 K-3 x x x x
Ann Can Fly 2.0 K-3 x x
Sam and the Firefly 2.0 K-3 x x
The Cat in the
Hat Comes Back 2.0 K-) x x
The King's Wish 2.0 K-J x x
A Fly Went By 2.1 K-3 x x
Book of La.ughs 2.1 K-3 x x
I Was Kissed By a Seal 2.1 K-3 x x
Summer 2.2 K-3 x x
More Riddles 1 2.4 K-3 x x
Do You Know What I am.
Goin,o: to do Next Sa.tU1!la.~ 2.4 K-1 x x
The Blp: Jumn 12.4 K-1 x x
3
HIGH INTEREST LOW DIFFICULTY BOOKS
P
ad
Meets the Interests of
Series and Titles RL IL MHl MHI !'1H2 MH2 OH DR orr
A B A B P I JH
~eglnning to R~ad Stories
The Funny Baby pp tpP-J x x x
The Three Little Bears pp PP-J x x x I
The Three G.oe. ts PP PP-3 x x x
The Three Little Pigs pp PP-J x x x
Big New School 1-2 PP-3 x x x
Bing-Bang Pig 1-2 K-J x x x
Gertie, the Duck 1-2 K-3 x x x
Have You Seen My Brother 1-2 K-J x x x X
I
In John's Backyard 1-2 K-J x x x x
Just Follow Me 1-2 K-J x x x x
Little Quack. 1-2 K-3 x x x
My Own Little House 1-2 K-3 x x x x
Nobody Listens to Andrew 1-2 K-3 x x x x
Pearl Goes to School 1-2 K-3 x x x x
Picture Dictionary 1-2 K-3 x x x x
Sad Mrs. Samsack 1-2 K-3 x x x x
Something New at the Zoo 1-2 K-3 x x x x
The !~nlmal Ha t Shop 1-2 K-3 x x x x
The Curious Cow 1-2 !{-J x x x x
The Elf in the
Singing Tree 1-2 K-J x x x x
The Little Red Hen 1-2 K-3 x x x
The Roly Poly Cookie 1-2 K-3 x x x
'"'
x
The Wee Little Man 1..2 K-3 x x x x
HIGH INTEREST LOW DIFFICULTY BOOKS
Meets the Interests of
Series and Titles RL IL lV1Hl IMH-j 1'/1H2 rvl1~ Uti DR OR
A B A B P I JH
Too Many Do~s 1-2 K-3 x x x Xi
Barefoot Boy 2-1 K-3 x x
Linda. t s Airmail Letter 2-1 K-3 x x
The Hole in the Hill 2-1 K-3 x x
Abraham Lincoln 2-2 K-3 x x x x x
All Kinds of Cows 2-2 K-3 x x x
A Uniform for Harry 2-2 K-3 x x x
Benny and the Bear 2-2 K-3 x x x
.Jig Bad Bear 2-2 K-3 x X x
Carmelo 2-2 3-5 x x x x
Christopher Columbus 2-2 K-2 x x x x x
George Washington 2-2 K-J x x x x x
Henry 2-2 K-3 x x x
r11s8 Hattie and
the Monkey 2-2 K-3 x x x
No Lights
for Brightvll1e 2-2 1-4 x x x x x
Our Country's Flag 2-2 3-5 x x x x x
Our National Anthem 2-2 3-5 x x x x x
Paul Revere 2-2 1-4 x x x x x
Piggy Back 2-2 3-5 x x x x x
Shoofly 2-2 3-5 x x x x x
The Boy Who Would Not
Say His Name
"
2-2 K-'3 x x x x X
#
The First Thanksgiving 2-2 3-5 x x x x x
'This 1s a
Department store 2-2 3-5 x x x x x
4
HIGH INTEREST LOW DIFFICULTY BOOKS
... I
Meets the Interests of
Series and Titles RL IL lv.IHl ~Mrll Mli2 M.HZ Uti OH Oli
A B A B P I JH
This is a Newspaper 2-2 1-4 x x x x x
Begin. Social Studies Series
Eskimo of Little Diomede 2-2 3-up x x x x x x
How En~ines Talk 2-2 3-up x x x x x x
Little Creek, Big River 2-2 )-up x x x x x x
This 1s a. Road 2-2 3-up x x x x x x
This is a Town 2-2 3-up x x x x x x
Button Family Adven. Series
The Buttons at the Zoo pp PF-2 x x x
The Buttons See
Things tha t Go pp PF-2 x x x
Bucky Button pp PF-2 x x x
Buttons and the
Whirlybird P P-2 x x x
Buttons Takes
a Boa.t Ride P P-2 x x x
Buttons and the
Pet Parade P P-2 x x x
Buttons and Mr. Pete 1 1-3 x x x x
Buttons at the Fa.rm 1 1-3 x x x x
Buttons and the
Boy Scouts 2 2-4 x x x x
The Buttons Go Camping 2 2-4 x x x x
Buttons and the
--
Little League 3 3-5 x x x x
Buttons at the
Soa.p Box Derby 3 J-5 x x x x
Cowboy Sam Series
Cowboy Sam and Big Bill pp PB-2 x x x x
Cowboy Sam and Dandy pp PP-2 x x x x
Cowboy Sam and Freckles pp PP-2 x x x x
Cowboy Sam P p-J x x
;~
x~
Cowboy Sam and Miss Lily P p-J x x x
4
HIGH INTEREST LOW DIFFICULTY BOOKS
Meets the Interests of
Serles and Titles RL IL lVJHl lr~ H 1 MH/ IVl112 Oil .. oR oIr
A B A B P I JH
Cowboy Sam and Porky P P-3 x x x
Cowboy Sam a.nd Flop 1 1-4 x, x x x x
Cowboy Sam and Freddy 1 1-4 x x x x x
Cowboy Sam and Sally 2 2-5 x x x x
Cowboy Sam and the Fair 2 2-5 x x x x
Cowboy Sam and the Rodeo 2 2-5 x x x x
COWboy Sam' and
3-6the Airplane 3 x x x
Cowboy Sam a.nd
3-6the Indians 3 x x x
Cowboy Sam and
the Rustlers 3 3-6 x x x
Dan Frontier Series ,
Dan Frontier pp PP-2 x x x x
Dan Frontier and
the New House pp PP-2 x x x x
Dan Frontier and
the Big Cat P P-3 x x x x
Dan Frontier
Goes Hunting P P-3 x x x x
Dan Frontier, Trapper 1 1-4 x x x x x
Dan Frontier,
With the Indians 1 1-4 x ~X x x x
Dan Frontier and the
Wagon Train 2 2-5 x x x x
Dan Frontier Scouts
Wi th the Army 2 2-5 x x x x
Dan Frontier, Sherlf~ 3 3-6 x x x
Jjan Frontier
Goes Exploring 3 3-6 x x x
Dan Frontier aoes
to Congress 4 4-7 x x x x
Deep-Sea Adventure Series
The Sea Hunt 1.8 3-1C x x x x
Treasure Under the Sea 2.1 3-1( x x x x
Submarine Rescue 2.4 1-1C x x x x
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Meets the Interests of
Series and T1tles RL IL MHl !MHl MH/ J.Vl~ Uti OR DR
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The Pearl Divers 2.8 3-1C x x x x
Frogmen in Action 3.1 3-1C x x x x
Danger Below 4.4 3-1C x x
Wha.le Hunt 4.7 3-1C x x
Rocket Divers 5.0 3-1C x x
Discovery BOOKS
Ja.ne Addams 3 2-5 x x x x
Ja.mes Audubon 3 2-5 x x x x
P. T. Barnum 3 2-5 x x x x
Clara Ba.rton 3 2-5 x x x x
Alexander G. Bell 3 2-5 x x x x
Buffa.lo Bill '3 2-5 x x x x
Wrip;ht Brothers '3 2-5 x x x x
Luther Burbank '3 2-5 x x x x
Richa.rd Byrd 1 2-'5 x x x x
Kit Carson '3 2-') x x x x
Geor~e w. Ca.rver '3 2-1) x x xix
Henry Clay '3 2-5 x x x x
Stephan Decatur 3 2-5 x x x x
Fredrick Douglas 3 2-5 ~x x x x
Amelia. Earhart 3 2-5 x x x x
Thomas Edison 3 2-5 x x x x
Benjamin Franklin :3 2-5 x x x x
George Goethals J 2-5 x x x x
4
HIGH INTEREST LOW DIFFICULTY BOOKS
.
Meets the Interests of
Series and Titles RL IL !V!lil iV!Hl 1''1112 M~' UH Oh OR
A B A B P I JH
'Ulysses S. Grant 3 2-5 x x x x
Sam Houston 3 2-5 x x x x
Henry Hudson 3 2-5 x x x x
Andrew Jackson :3 2-5 x x x x
Thomas Jefferson :3 2-5 x x x x
John Paul Jones 3 2-5 x x x x
Helen Keller 3 2-5 x x x x
John F. Kennedy :3 2-5 x x x x
Francis Scott Keys :3 2-5 x x x x
lafayette 3 2-5 x x x x
Robert E. Lee J 2-5 x x x x
'Abraham Lincoln :3 2-5 x x x x
Leif the Lucky :3 2-5 x x x x
Francis 118,rlon 3 2-5 x x x x
Samuel Morse 3 2-5 x x x x
Annie Oakley 3 2-5 x x x x
Robert E. Pea.ry 3 2-5 x x x x
Wl,lliam Penn 3 2-5 x x x x
Paul Revere 3 2-5 x x x x
Elea.nor Roosevelt 3 2-5 x x x x
Franklin Roosevelt
.l 3 2-5 x x x x
Theodore Roosevelt 3 2-5 x x x x
Booker T. Wash1ngton 3 2-5 x x x x
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Meets the Interests of
Series and Titles RL It lVIRI MHI !YlH2 MHZ OH OHtOrt
A B A B P I JH
Geor~e Washington 3 2-5 x x x x
Eli Whitney 3 2-5 x x x x
Easy to Read Library
Mys. of the fuslml Umbrella 3 K-3 x x x x
The Story of
Christopher Columbus 3 K-3 x x x x
The Story of Numbers 3 K-3 x x x x
-S-tars and Stripes
for Freedo1D- 3 K-3 x x x x
Easy to Read Series
Pretty Bird pp K-l x x x x
Surprise Egg. P K-l x x x x
Pony Ring P K-l x x x x
Big Top P K-l x x x x
Monkey Island i 1-2 x x x x
'Poker Do~ 1 1-2 x x x x
Explorer Books
Ronald Amundsen 4 3-6 t x x X x
Christooher Columbus 4 3-6 x x x x
Ja.mes Cook 4 3-6 x x x x
Hernando DeSoto 4 3-6 x x x x
Lewis and Clark 4 3-6 x x x x
Ferdinand Map;el1an 4 3-6 x x x x
Marco Polo 4 3-6 x x x x
Ponce de Leon 4 3-6 x x x x
Walter Raleigh 4 3-6 x x x x
John Smith 4 3-6 I lx x x x
First Reading Books
Bl~. B1~~er. B1~gest 1 1-4 x x x x x x
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Meets the Interests of
Series and Titles RL IL MHL IIV1Hl 1"1H2 MHZ OR Ort OR
A B A B P I JH
Dop: Pals 1 1-4 x x x x x x
Friendly Birds 1 1-4 x x' x x x x
I Like Cats 1 1-4 x x x x x x
In the Woods 1 1-4 x x x x x x
Monkey Friends 1 1-4 x x x x x x
On the Fa.rm 1 1-4 x x x x x x
Once There l~as a Bear 1 1-4 x x x x x x
Once There Wa.s a Cat 1 1-4 x x x x x x
Once There Was a. Dog 1 1-4 x x x x x x
Once There Was
an Elephant 1 1-4 x x x x x x
Once There Was a Monkey 1 1-4 x x x x x x
'Once There Was a. Rabbit 1 1-4 x x x x x x
Some Are Small 1 1-4 x x x x x x
Tommy's Pets 1 1-4 x x x x x x
Zoo 1s Home 1 1-4 x x x x x x
Folklore of the World
Stories From Alaska 3 2-8 x x x x
I
Stories From Canada. 3 2-8 x x x I x
I
stories From France 3 2-8 x x x I x
stories From Hawaii 3 2-8 x x x x
stories From India 3 2-8 x x x x~
stories From Italy 3 2-8 x x x x
Stories From Japan 3 2-8 x x x x
stories From Mexioo 3 2-8 x x x x
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Meets the Interests of
Series and Titles RL IL IV! Hl !M H 1 lVUi2 1'1&! oR IOR oR
A B A BPI JH
Stories From Old China. , 2-8 x x '- x x
stories From Old Ep;.ypt '3 2-8 x x x x
stories From Old Russia. 3 2-8 x x x x
stories From Spain 3 2-8 x x x x
Gateway Books Rosie, the
Horse Nobody Understood 2.5 K-3 x x x x x x
The Snake tha.t
Went to School 2.7 K-3 x x x x x x
Adventure .at
·Bla.ck Rock Cave 3 K-3 x x x x x x
Boy in the 49th Seat 3 4-6 x x x x
Champ, Cha.mpion Collie 1 4-6 x x x x x x x
Clarence Turns Sea Do~ '3 4-6 x y y -,r
Friendly Dolphins '3 4-6 x X' x x
Found-One
Orange-Brown Horse '3 4-6 x x x x x x
Horse That Swam Away '3 K-3 x x x x x x
Hurricane Guest 3 K-3 x x x x x x x
Katie a.nd the Sad Noise 3 K-3 x x x x x x
No Room for a Do~ '3 K-3 x x x x x x
Pirate Book 3 3-6 x x x x
Rocks All Around Us 3 4-6 x x x x
story of the Atom 3 4-6 x x x :K
story of Chemistry 3 4-6 x x i X x
Surprising Kangaroos 3 4-6 x x x x
Swift Deer 3 4-6 x x x x
Your Body a.nd IHow It Works 3 4-6 j x x x x
HIGH INTEREST LOW DIFFICULTY BOOKS
Meets the Interests of
Series and Titles RL IL MHl 1l\1Hl MHZ MH2 Oli OH OH
A B A B P I JH
How Series
How Schools Help Us 1 1-3 x x x x x
How We Celebrate
Sprinp; Holidays 1 1-3 x· x x x x
How We Celebrate
Our Fall Holidays 2 2-4 x x x x x
How We Tra.vel On Wa.ter 2 2-4 x x x x
How We Get Our
Dairy Foods 2 2-4 x x x x
How Foods Are Preserved 2 2-4 x x x x
How Communication
'Helps Us 2 2-4 x x x x
How We Travel On Land J 3-5 x x x x
How We Get Our Shelter 3 3-5 x x x x
How Printing Helps Us :3 3-5 x x x X
HOW .peop.te Live
In Big Cities 3 3-5 x x x x
I Want to be Books
Animal Doctor 1 1-3 x x x
Baker 1 1-3 x x x
Ba.llet Da.ncer 1 1-3 x x x
Bus Driver 1 1-3 x x x
Carpenter 1 1-3 x x x
Coal Miner 1 1-3 x x x
IDairy Farmer 1 1-3 x x x
Dentist 1 1-3 x x x
Doctor 1 1-.3 x x x
Farmer 1 1-3 x x ·x
Fisherman 1 1-3 x j x LX
L~l.. ararlan 1 1-3 x x x I
HIGH INTEREST LOW DIFFICULTY BOOKS
Meets the Interests of
Serles and Titles RL IL ,MHl ir~1Hl lYlli2 M.& Uti -OR DR
A B A B P I JH
Nurse 1 1-3 x x x
Orange Grower 1 1-3 x' x x
Pilot 1 1-3 x x x
Policeman 1 1-3 x x x
Postman 1 1-3 x x x
Restaurant Owner 1 1-3 x x x
Road Builder 1 1-1 x x ·x
Storekeeper 1 1-3 x x x
Teacher 1 1-3 x x x
.Telephone Op·erator 1 1-3 x x x
Train Engineer 1 1-3 x x x
Truck Driver 1 1-3 x x x
Jerry 0 erl es
Jerry pp PP-1 x x x x
Jerry Goes Riding P P-l x x x x
Jerry Goes Fishing 1 1-2 x x
Jim Forest Readers
Jim Forest and Ra.n~erDon 1.' 7 1-6 x x x x
Jim Forest and
the Tra.pper 1.7 1-6 x x x x
J1m Forest a.nd
the Ghost Town 1.8 1-6 x x x x
J1m Forest and
the Bandits 1.9 1-6 x x x x
J1m Forest
a.nd Lightning 1.9 1-6 x x x x
J1m Forest a.nd the
Mystery Hunter 2.2 1-6 x x x x x
--..".......
J'im Forest and
the Plane Crash 2.4 1-6 x x x x x
Jim ~orest and
Dead Man's Pea.k 2.6 1-6 x x x x x
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Meets the Interests of
Series and Titles RL IL MHl iMHl l'vlH2 M..H2 OH Oli Ort
A B A B P I JH
Jim Forest and the Flood 2.8 1-6 x x x x x
J1m Forest and
Lone Wolf Gulch 3.1 1-6 x x x x x
Library of. American Heroes
Daniel Boone 5 4-8 x x
!
Christopher Columbus 5 4-8 x x
Marquette and Joliet 5 4-8 x x
Tom Paine 5 4-8 x x
Red Cloud 5 4-8 x x
Morgan Bay Mysteries
MysterY of Mor~an Castle 2.3 4-10 x x x x
Mystery of Ma.rble An~el 2.6 4-10 x x x x
Mystery of the
4-10Midnight Visitor 3.2 x x x x
Mystery of the
4-10Mlssinp; Marlin 3.5 x x x x
f1ystery of the
Musica.l Ghost 3.5 4-10 x x x x
Mystery of Monks' Isla.nd 3.7 4-1C x x x x
Mystery of the
Marauder's Gold 3.9 4-10 x x x x
Tlystery of t e
Myrmidon's Journey 4.1 4-10 x x x
-Our Nat 1ve Ameri can Ser1 es
Juanito Makes A Drum 1 1-3 x x x x
Kaka.' s Pet 1 1-3 x x x x
Taka And His Dog 1 1-3 x x x x
Buffalo Boy 2 2-4 x x x x
Little Wolf and
the Thunder stick 3 3-5 x x x x
Young Ha.wk 3 3-5 x x x x
Pioneer Series
Pioneer Buckaroo 4 4..7 I x x
Pioneer Engineer 4 4-7 x x
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Pioneer Pilgrim 4 4-7 x x
Pioneer Sodbuster 4 4-7 x x
Pioneer Tenderfoot 4 4-7 x x x
Pleasure Rea.ding Stories
Aesop's Stories 4 3-up x x x
,
Andersen Stories 4 )-UI= x x x
Fairy Stories 4 3-up x x x
Fa.r East Stories 4 )-up x x x
Gospel Stories 4 3-up x x x
Gulliver's Stories 4 3-up x x x
Ivanhoe Stories 4 3-up x x x
Old World Stories 4 3-tq: x x x
Robin Hood Stories 4 3-up x x x
Robinson Crusoe 4 3-up x x x
Read Aloud Picture Books
Big Book of Aesop's 2 K-3 x x x x
Aladin and his WorrleIful lamp 2 K-3 x x x x
Cinderella 2 K-3 x x x x I
Goldilocks and
Ithe Three Bears 2 K-J x x x x
Little Red Riding Hood 2 K-3 x x x x
Little Tin Soldier 2 -rr 3 x x x Xl"\-.-
Pinocchio 2 K-3 x x x x
Puss-in-Boots 2 K-3 x x x x
Sleeping Bea.uty 2 K-) x x x x
Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs 2 K-3 x x x x
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The Ugly Duckling 2 K-3 x x x x
~~ad-By-Yoursel~ Books
I Want to be'a Bird P K-) x x· x x
Cat in the Hat 1 K-3 x x x x
Ca.t in the Hat Comes Bac"k 1 K-3 x x x x
Curious George
Flies a. Kite 1 K-3 x x x x
David McCheever's
29 Dogs 1 K-3 x x x x
Tiny's Big Umbrella 1 K-J x x x x
Tiny Toosey's Birthday 1 K-) x x x x
Herbie Changed His Mind 2 1-3 x x x x
ltly Friend Mac 2 1-3 x x
Penny 2 1-3 x x
Yertle the Turtle 3 2-4 x x
River Stories The Amazon:
River Sea of Brazil 5 4-7 x x x
The Colorado:-
Mover of Mountains 5 4-7 x x x
The Congo:
River into Central AfIica 5 4-7 x x x
The Hudson:
River of History 5 4-7 x x x
The Mississippi:
Giant at Work 5 4-7 x x x
rr e Nile:
Life Line of Egypt 5 4-7 x x x
The Rhone:
River of Contrasts 5 4-7 x x x
The Seine:
River of Paris 5 4-7 x x x
The Shannon:
River of Laughs and~ 5 4-7 f x x X
-....,-~
The St. Lawrence: ISeaway of North America 5 4-7 x x x
The Susquehanna: From
New York to the Chesapeake 5 4-7 x x x
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The Thames a
London's River 5 4-7 x x x
The Yangtze a
China's River Highway 5 4-7 x x x
Sailor Ja.ck Series
Sailor Jack PP PP-2 x x x X 1
Sailor Jack and Eddy pp PP-2 x x x x
Sailor Jack
and Homer Potts pp PP-2 x x x x
Sailor Jack and Bluebell P p-J x x x x
Sailor Ja.ck and
Bluebell's ,Dive P p-J x x x x
Sailor Jack and
the Jet Plane P P-3 x x x x
Sailor Ja.ck and
the Ball Game 1 1-4 x x x x x
Sailor JaCk'S New Friend 1 1-4 x x x x x
Sa.ilor Jack and -
the Target Ship 2 2-5 x x x x
Sailor Jack Goes North 3 3-6 x x x
Spa.ce-Age Series
Pete~ the Rocket Sitter 1 1-4 x x x x
Peter and the Rocke
Fishing Trip 1 1-4 x x x x
Peter and the Rocket TeBrIl 2 2-5 x x x x
Peter and the
Unlucky Rocket 2 2-5 x x x x
Peter and the
Big Ba.lloon 2 2-.5 x x x x
Peter and the
Rocket Ship 3 3-6 c x x x x
Peter and the
Two-Hour Moon 3 3-6 x x x x
Peter and the Moon Trip J 3-6 x x x x
Tall Tale.§.
Captain Abner and Henry Q. 3 2-up x x x x
John Henrys
Steel Dr1vln Man 3 2---up x x x x
Mike Fink
and the Big Turkey Shoot J 2-up x x x x
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Old Stormalongl
Hero of the Seven Sea.s 3 2-uJ: x x x x
Tony Beaver:
Griddleskater 3 2-ur x x x x
lomm:y 0 I rToole Books
Tommy O'Toole and Larry 1 1-3 x x x
'1l ommy 0 ''1'oole
~at the Fa.ir 2 2-4 x x x
Tommy O'Toole
and the Forest Fire 11 1-'5 x x x yo
True Books
Plants We Know 1 K-4 x x x x x x
Animal Babies 2 K-5 x x x x x x
Animals of
Sea and Shore 2 K-3 x x x x x
Animal Homes 2 K-5 x x x x x x
,
Automobiles 2 2-u!= x x x x x x x
Birds We Know 2 K-4 x x x x x x
Bridges 2 2-4 x x x x
Chemistry 2 2-5 x x x x x
Conservation 2 1-5 x x x x
Deserts 2 K-5 x x x x
Dogs 2 K-5 x x x x x x
•
Elephants 2 1-4 x x x x x x
Enersz:y 12 2-t) x x x x
Fa.rm Animals 2 K-4 x x x x x x
,
Horses 2 K-4 x x x x x x
-
Insects 2 K-4 x x x x
Jungles 2 2-4 x x x x
Magnets and
Electricity 2 2-5 x x x x
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Moon. Sun and sta.rs 2 K-4 x x x x
Numbers 2 1-4 x x x x
Oceans 2 K-5 x x x x
Pebbles and Shells 2 K-4 x x x x
Pets 2 K-4 x x x x x x
Plant Experiments 2 K-6 x x x x
Reptiles 2 K-4 x x x x
Rocks and Minerals 2 2-4 x x x x
Science Experiments 2 K-4 x x x x
Season's 2 K-4 x x x x
Sounds We Hear 2 K-4 x x x x
Space 2 K-4 x x x x
Spiders 2 2-5 x x x x
Time 2 1-3 x x x x
Tools for Building 2 1-4 x~x x x
Trees 2 K-4 x x x x
Weather Experiments 2 1-4 x x x x
Weeds-Wild Flowers 2 K-5 x x x x
Wha.les 2 1-4 x x x x
African Animals 3 K-5 x x x x x x
Animals of Small Pond :3 K-4 x x x x x x
Ba.cteria 3 2-4 x ",;0- x
-.":"'"
Dinosaurs :3 1-5 x x x x
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'Honeybees 3 1-6 x x x x
Toys at Work 3 2-5 x x x x
Tropical Fish 3 K-4 x x x x
World Adventure Series
Lost Uranium Mine 2 4-9 x x x
Fight to the South Pole 2 4-9 x x x
Hunting Grizzly Bea.rs 3 4-9 x x x
Fire on the Mounta.in J 4-9 x x x
City Beneath the Sea 4 4-9 x x
The Search for Piranha 4 4-9 x x
Sacred Wall of Sacrifice 5 4-9 x x
Viking Treasure 6 4-9 x x
t
t
1
t
~:
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APPENDIX C
TEACHER EVALUATION FORMS FOR IMPACT
Name of Teaoher:
-----------------------
Class :__--------------------------
Subjeot : _
1. Do you feel the reading materials you are using are
adequate ror your class? _
2. Do you reel your students have read more this year than
·last year?
-------------------------
3. Do you feel your students have showed, in whatever way
they could, a greater interest in books than they have
in the past?
------------------------
4. List what reading materials 'tiera most l1elpi'ul to you.
(story records, books, filmstrips, etc.)
5. Wl1at materials would you like to see more of in the
Instructional Materials Center?
--------------
TF~CHER EVALUATION FORMS FOR I}~ACT
Name or Teacher : ---.......-
Class:
-........,.-----------
Name of Book:
---------------------------
1. '~as the storY' read aloud in class? Yes No
2. Did the children seem to enjoy the story? Yes No
3. WftS the vocabulary suitable for the class? Yes No
4. Were the pictures a ttrac tj~ve to the olass? Yes l~o
5. Would you suggest this book be read again at a
later date? Yea No
6•. ~-lould any of' the children in your class be able
to read this book themselves? Yes No
7. Have your students been showing an interest in
taking books home? Yes No
'8. How many children in your class enjoyed listening
to this story?
9. How many students would be able to enjoy this book by
themselves?
------------------------
10. How many students could read this book by themselves?
11. Were you a,ble to do any :follow up activi ties 'tii th your
your class ~ollowing the reading of this book? (explain)
------------~------------------_.._.... ---
